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A majority of anion exchange membrane fuel cells (AEMFCs)
reported in the literature have been unable to achieve high current
or power. A recently proposed theory is that the achievable current
is largely limited by poorly balanced water during cell operation. In
this work, we present convincing experimental results – coupling
operando electrochemical measurements and neutron imaging –
supporting this theory and allowing the amount and distribution
of water, and its impact on AEMFC performance, to be quantified
for the first time. We also create new electrode compositions by
systematically manipulating the ionomer and carbon content in
the anode catalyst layer, which allowed us to alleviate the mass
transport behavior limitations of H2/O2 AEMFCs and achieve a new
record-setting peak power density of 1.9 W cm

2

– a step-change

to existing literature. Our efforts cast a new light on the design and
optimization of AEMFCs – potentially changing the way that
AEMFCs are constructed and operated.

Over the past decade, interest in anion exchange membrane
fuel cells (AEMFCs) has grown significantly, with the number of
papers in the field increasing rapidly during this time (24 papers
in 2006 vs. 312 in 2016, Fig. S1, ESI†).1 The primary motivating
factor for this attention is cost, as it is widely accepted that
alkaline pH conditions have the potential to drive down
materials-level, stack-level and systems-level costs below their
proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) counterparts,
which is important for adoption into commercial markets. For
example, it may be possible to either eliminate or significantly
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Broader context
Electrochemical energy conversion devices have the potential to provide
clean, sustainable energy for grid and transportation applications in the
21st century and beyond. The incumbent technology, proton exchange
membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), have inherently high materials and
systems-level costs, which has led to the emergence of anion exchange
membrane fuel cells (AEMFCs) with the potential to lower these costs
significantly. Unfortunately, AEMFCs have mostly been limited to low
achievable current – not because of catalysis or ionic conduction, but
because of poorly understood and poorly controlled electrode composition and structure – which directly impacts the transport behavior of cell
water and performance. This study uses direct visualization and quantification of water in operating AEMFCs to show how systematic electrode
design can enable precise control of the quantity and location of water,
which allowed us to achieve record-setting 1.9 W cm 2 AEMFC
performance, comparable to state-of-the-art PEMFCs, making this an
important and timely contribution to the field. In addition to the
demonstrated AEMFC technology, the lessons learned in this work can
also provide transformational insights to other AEM-based
electrochemical devices for energy (electrolyzers, flow batteries, CO2
capture, and electrosynthesis), water purification (electrodialysis) and
healthcare (dialyzers).

reduce the amount of platinum group metals (PGM) in the
catalyst layers, as well as create drastically lower cost bipolar
plates. Additionally, moving to AEMFCs allows for the use of
lower cost anion-exchange membranes (AEMs) and oﬀers the
potential to decrease other balance of plant costs related to
humidification and air circulation systems.2–7
The recent, intense eﬀort around AEMFCs has led to the
development of several highly conducting, stable AEMs and
anion exchange ionomers (AEIs),8–21 high activity catalysts – still
predominantly PGM-containing at the cathode and anode,5,6,8,22–27
although there has been recent progress on PGM free
catalysts3–6,28–33 – as well as a significant increase in state-ofthe-art performance.19–22,34 At least some of this success can be
attributed to the willingness of researchers to rapidly and
transparently share their accomplishments in this area over
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the past few years, which has seen several international
workshops dedicated to AEMFCs, with events in Guildford
(UK),35 Santa Fe (USA),36 Wuhan (China),37 Bad Zwischenahn
(Germany),38 and Phoenix (USA),2 to name a few. These meetings have resulted in many cross-cutting collaborations,4,5,8
including this one. In fact, over the past two years, state-ofthe-art AEMFC peak power has doubled from B0.7 W cm 2 to
B1.4 W cm 2 because of the application of PtRu catalysts in
the anode,22 emergence of highly conducting radiationmodified ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) and low density
polyethylene (LDPE) AEMs,19,20 AEI powders,39 and optimizing
the reacting gas dew points.19–22,34 – these advances are
discussed extensively and demonstrated in Fig. S2 and Table S1,
in the ESI.†
However, one area in AEMFC research where there exists
a significant knowledge gap, due to a lack of fundamental
investigation and modeling eﬀorts, is the influence of electrode
composition and structure, and operating conditions, on the
transport properties of reactants, products, ions and water,
which ultimately dictate performance. Among these, water is
particularly important in AEMFCs because of its severe intrinsic
imbalance.34,40–43 In a PEMFC, water is only generated at the
cathode at a rate of 2 water molecules for every 4 electrons
transferred. In an AEMFC, there are 4 water molecules generated at
the anode in addition to 2 water molecules consumed at the
cathode for every 4 electrons transferred (Fig. 1A). This creates a
water differential between the cathode and anode that is three
times larger in AEMFCs than in PEMFCs (6 vs. 2). Additionally, the
ability to influence this water balance through manipulation of
anode and cathode flow rates and pre-humidification levels is
greatly altered. Therefore, AEMFCs represent an entirely new
learning curve with respect to the treatment of water that has not
been adequately investigated to date. Properly addressing the water
imbalance through new operational strategies and cell architectures is critical for AEMFCs to achieve performances comparable to
those of PEMFCs and enable them to compete in the marketplace.

Energy & Environmental Science

It was recently proposed6,34 that the achievable current
density in AEMFCs is limited in most published experimental
studies by poorly balanced water during cell operation. Indirect
evidence has been presented showing that simultaneously
decreasing the anode and cathode gas dew points reduced
flooding events and increased AEMFC current and power. In
this work, we couple operando electrochemical measurements
and neutron imaging to directly show the behavior of water
before, during and after AEMFC flooding events, which allow us
to answer open questions about the hydration of the
membrane, catalyst layers and gas diﬀusion layers as well as
the nature of the reacting water at the cathode – none of which
have been reported previously. It was also clear from the
neutron imaging, which will be discussed thoroughly later, that
controlling the anode and cathode dew points are not sufficient
to weed out catastrophic flooding entirely and optimize performance. To do this, the electrode composition must also be
considered since the amounts and ratios of carbon, AEI and
catalyst in the catalyst layer, and their distribution within the
electrode structure, will play a significant role in determining
cell power. Through systematic design of the catalyst layer,
coupled with balancing cell water, we show a pathway to
increase the achievable current in an operating AEMFC by
25% (to nearly 5 A cm 2 at full cell discharge) and the achievable power density by 35% (to 1.9 W cm 2) compared to the
existing state-of-the-art (recent high performing AEMFCs are
summarized in Table S2, ESI†).34
To achieve the existing state-of-the-art current and power,
one of the most important changes was the replacement of the
Pt catalyst in the anode catalyst layer with PtRu, which previously allowed the peak power to increase from 1.05 W cm 2 to
1.4 W cm 2 (at optimized anode and cathode dew points) through
improved hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) kinetics, Fig. S2
(ESI†). However, when researchers added Ru to the catalyst, it
was done by: (i) keeping Pt loading on the electrodes the same; and
(ii) maintaining the total percentage of AEI in the catalyst layer.

Fig. 1 (A) Schematic of AEMFC water consumption, generation, migration, and diﬀusion; (B) i–V and (C) i–power curves (10 mV s 1 forward scans) of
AEMFCs with an ETFE-based AEM and AEI, both containing a benzyl trimethyl ammonium (BTMA) headgroup (ETFE–BTMA). The cathode for each of
these were the same within experimental reproducibility, but 5 different anodes were produced (Table 1): SC – standard carbon, which is a result of how
PtRu was added to the anode as a replacement for Pt; IC – increased carbon, which was done to match the AEI : C : catalyst layer while keeping the Pt : C
ratio the same ratio as the best-performing Pt/C anodes; r-IC – reduced thickness (60% loading) anode with the same AEI : C : Pt ratio as the IC anode;
r-DC – reduced thickness anode with the same catalyst loading as IC, but twice the carbon and ionomer; and BC – anode with a balanced AEI : C : Pt
ratio. The cell temperature was fixed at 60 1C with flow rates of 1.0 L min 1 for H2 and O2 at the anode and cathode, respectively. Optimized anode/
cathode dew points were applied for each test: BC (45 1C/46 1C), IC (47 1C/49 1C), SC (54 1C/57 1C), r-IC (53 1C/53 1C), r-DC (51 1C/52 1C).
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Table 1

Catalyst, carbon, and ionomer loadings and ratios of all tested conditions

Anode type
2

PtRu loading, mg cm
Carbon loading, mg cm
Carbon weight%
AEI weight%
AEI : C ratio
AEI : C : Pt ratio
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2

SC

IC

r-IC

r-DC

BC

0.67
0.45
32.0%
20.0%
0.625
0.625 : 1.0 : 1

0.71
0.71
41.4%
17.2%
0.417a
0.625 : 1.5 : 1

0.42
0.42
41.4%
17.2%
0.417a
0.625 : 1.5 : 1

0.42
0.84
52.2%
21.7%
0.417a
1.25 : 3.0 : 1

0.71
1.07
48.0%a
20.0%a
0.417a
0.94 : 2.5 : 1

Optimized value.

The eﬀect of adding Ru in this manner is that the relative amount of
carbon is appreciably reduced, resulting in a thinner and less porous
catalyst layer; we denote that case as SC (standard carbon) in Fig. 1
and Table 1. The thinner, less porous catalyst layer results in an
anode electrode with reduced water capacity/tolerance (meaning the
amount of water that can be held without flooding issues arising).
The reduction in anode water capacity can limit the ability of
AEMFCs to achieve, and more importantly maintain, higher current
and power densities.
Therefore, the first approach to increasing the achievable current
in these PtRu anode AEMFCs was to increase the pore volume and
water capacity of the anode by increasing the amount of carbon
in the anode. This case is denoted in Fig. 1 and Table 1 as IC
(increased carbon) and was selected to achieve the same AEI : C : Pt
ratio as previously reported high performing Pt/C anodes.34 The
result, shown in Fig. 1B and C, was an increase in cell power density
to 1.7 W cm 2, compared to SC, 1.4 W cm 2, although the limiting
current of IC was slightly less than SC. The limiting current behavior
of the IC polarization curve showed an inflection point, Fig. 1B,
which suggests that cell water management was still a concern
at high current density, which can be alleviated through further
electrode design and control of the AEI : C : Pt balance.

In order to better understand fuel cell operando water
dynamics, neutron imaging experiments were done at the
NIST Center for Neutron Research44 (experimental details are
provided in the ESI†), with results in Fig. 2. Cells designed for use
in the neutron beam (1.2 cm2 active area)45 were constructed with a
IC anode, Pt/C cathode (Table 1), and a radiation-grafted ETFEbased AEI powder and AEM (hydrated thickness = 50 mm).19,39
Firstly, cell voltage was maximized at 1.5 A cm 2 by finding
the optimal anode and cathode operating dew points 50 1C
(62% relative humidity, RH) at both electrodes while ensuring
stable operation (each individual cell was able to operate
continuously and stably for more than 12 h). External water
was then slowly added to the cell by increasing the dew points
of both the anode and cathode by 1 1C (optimal +1 1C) and 2 1C
(optimal +2 1C). The steady-state distribution of water at
each condition with the ETFE–BTMA AEMs and ETFE–BTMA
AEI-containing catalyst layers are shown as in-plane neutron
radiographic images (Fig. 2A) and quantitative through-plane
water distribution plots (Fig. 2B).
As the relative humidity of the gas feeds is increased, the
anode experiences an increase in the amount of liquid water,
with a large amount accumulating in both the anode catalyst

Fig. 2 (A) Operando in-plane neutron radiographic images of water in the gas diﬀusion layers, catalyst layers, and the radiation-grafted ETFE–BTMA
AEM in an AEMFC operating at 1.5 A cm 2, 60 1C, 1.0 L min 1 H2 and O2, after equilibration at the following symmetric dew points: optimized (anode/
cathode: 50 1C/50 1C), optimized +1 1C, the first 30 min at optimized +2 1C, and the performance ‘‘crashed condition’’ seen after 30 min at optimized
+2 1C; (B) qualitative through-plane water distribution plots extracted from the data in A; (C) operando in-plane neutron radiographic images of a
PFAEM-based AEMFC after equilibration at the following symmetric dew points: optimized (anode/cathode: 54 1C/51 1C), optimized +1 1C, optimized
+2 1C, and a recovered cell at optimized dew points and 1.0 A cm 2 current density.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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layer and gas diﬀusion layer (GDL), while the cathode catalyst
layer and GDL show almost no RH dependence. At optimal
+1 1C, liquid water accumulating in the anode catalyst layer and
GDL was coupled with a 75 mV reduction in the cell voltage
(Fig. S3, ESI†). As the dew points were increased to optimal
+2 1C, liquid water accumulation further increased, and the cell
voltage decreased an additional 50 mV (Fig. S3, ESI†). After
30 min at the optimal +2 1C condition, water further accumulated in the anode GDL, the severity of which was observed in
the water distribution plot (Fig. 2B, pixels 0–10) and in the
in the neutron image (right hand neutron image in Fig. 2A).
This resulted in the cell losing its ability to support the
1.5 A cm 2 current density as the cell voltage fell to 0 V and
the test stand could no longer operate galvanostatically at the
set-point current (Fig. S3, ESI†). The cell performance observed,
both steady-state and dynamic, gives insight into water management issues during AEMFC operation, notably: (i) the amount of
water in the anode GDL increased significantly with inlet RH,
eventually depriving the anode catalyst layer of sufficient reactant H2 gas, highlighting the importance of anode water management; (ii) the total amount of water in the AEM was decreased
after the flooding event, and a much lower water content was
observed near the cathode interface than the anode interface as
would be expected; and (iii) water in the cathode catalyst layer
and the cathode GDL was independent of RH, even after 30 min
at the optimal +2 1C condition where lower currents were
observed.
The observed performance and water distribution profiles
strongly suggest that back diﬀusion of water from the anode to
the cathode is primarily responsible for keeping the AEM
hydrated during cell operation, and is the critical source of
water for the cathode reaction. Further, the back diﬀusion of
water is primarily driven by the water production reaction
within the anode, as when the cell stops producing water at
the anode as the current drops (as in the case of optimal +2 1C
@ 30 min), the water in the cathode catalyst layer and GDL
remain largely unchanged even compared to the less humidified,
optimal condition. These are new observations that have not
been reported previously, though they are supported by the fact
that low relative humidities at the cathode are needed to achieve
the recent record AEM performance20,34 since rapid liquid water
transport coupled with high cathode gas dew points can lead to
cathode flooding as well.34 These observations also explain why
high ionic conductivity and water transport rates are critical
requirements in AEMFCs – water back diffusion is directly
related to hydration and AEM ionic conductivity.46 Low ionic
conductivity in the AEM would not only yield high ohmic
resistances (as expected), but would also lead to cathode dryout due to the reduced level of water back diffusion; both of
these effects not only limit the achievable current density, but
also risk poor AEI stability and rapid chemical degradation of
the AEMFC components.6,42,47,48
Identical neutron imaging experiments were performed
with the same electrode design used in the radiation-grafted
ETFE–BTMA AEM experiments, but replacing the membrane
with a perfluorinated AEM (PFAEM, hydrated thickness = 45 mm).21
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These two membranes have very different chemical and physical
properties despite their similar ionic conductivities (ETFE–BTMA:
132 mS cm 1, PFAEM: 122 mS cm 1 at 80 1C, 95% relative
humidity)12,21 and functional headgroup. The PFAEM membrane
has a lower ion-exchange capacity (IEC) than the radiation-grafted
ETFE–BTMA membrane (0.91 meq g 1 vs. 2.01 meq g 1) and lower
water uptake (13 wt% vs. 53 wt%).19,21 The AEMFCs constructed
with the PFAEM required slightly higher optimal dew points in
the gas feed streams (anode: 54 1C = 75%RH; cathode: 51 1C =
65%RH), possibly due to its lower water content, which can
clearly be seen in Fig. 2C when compared to Fig. 2A. Despite the
differences between these AEMs, very similar water content
trends were observed in the AEMFCs, which indicates that the
lessons learned regarding the AEM hydration and the availability
of reactant water in the cathode are more generally applicable to
AEMFCs, and not just a membrane-specific observation. One
additional insight gained from the PFAEM AEMFC experiments
was that following optimal +2 1C anode flooding, excess water
could be relieved at the cathode by lowering the current density
from 1.5 A cm 2 to 1.0 A cm 2 (Fig. S4, ESI†), demonstrating that
water accumulation is dynamically controllable and reversible
through a combination of the operating parameters. From the
results above, it is clear that AEMFC performance is a balance
between maintaining adequate AEM hydration and avoiding
electrode flooding, and that AEMFCs are much more sensitive
to water management than PEMFCs.
Returning to the fuel cell performances reported in Fig. 1,
the slight inflection in the polarization curve of IC and the
close position of the peak power current relative to the mass
transport limiting current suggests that anode flooding was a
concern. To investigate this, AEMFCs were assembled with
an identical AEI : C : Pt weight ratio to IC (0.625 : 1.5 : 1), but
with only 60% of the total anode catalyst layer loading, and
hence a reduced catalyst layer thickness (denoted as r-IC).
The undesirable eﬀect of reducing the catalyst layer thickness
was that the transition to mass transport control occurred
at a much lower current density. This can be observed both by
directly comparing the IC and r-IC polarization curves
(Fig. 1 and Table 2) as well as taking a deeper look into intrinsic
behavior by deconvoluting the polarization curves into
their mass transport (Fig. 3A), ohmic (Fig. 3B) and kinetic
(Fig. 3C and D) constituents, using a method first published
by Gasteiger et al.49
Table 2 Electrochemical diagnostics and descriptions of the IC anode
and the reduced loading anodes (r-IC and r-DC), including ECSA, currents
at low overpotentials, peak power, and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy-(EIS)-derived data (details in the ESI)

Anode type
ECSA
Anode loading – PtRu
Cathode loading – Pt
Current@0.90 V
Current@0.85 V
Current@0.80 V
Max power density
OH transfer resistance

m2 g 1
mA cm 2
mA cm 2
mA cm 2
mA cm 2
mA cm 2
mW cm 2
mO cm2

IC

r-IC

r-DC

51.5
0.72
0.54
51.9
222
612
1690
49.4

46.5
0.42
0.54
49.9
154
321
783
54.7

48.3
0.42
0.53
48.1
157
347
904
47.0
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As an additional diagnostic, the electrochemically active
surface area (ECSA) was measured using the CO stripping
technique. A representative in situ CO stripping voltammogram
for a IC anode (ETFE–BTMA AEM) is shown in Fig. 3E, and the
quantitative results for the ECSAs of both IC and r-IC are given
in Table 2. The measured ECSAs (normalized by mass) of the
two electrodes are very similar, showing that catalyst utilization
is essentially identical. At first glance, the kinetic portion of the
deconvoluted polarization data in Fig. 3C seem to show kinetic
effects that influence performance. However, normalizing the
kinetic overpotential by the catalyst mass (Fig. 3D) leads to a
near-perfect overlay of the IC and r-IC curves, showing that
these differences are largely explained by loading and that the
kinetic behavior of the catalysts in these AEMFCs are essentially
identical. This is also supported by comparing the current
density at 0.9 V, an overpotential predominantly under kinetic
control, where the magnitude of the kinetic current for the two
cases are separated by a mere 2 mA cm 2. The combination
of the polarization and neutron imaging data shows that
accumulation of anode water limits the performance of stateof-the-art AEMFCs, and that lower water capacity electrodes
tended to have lower limiting currents.
Therefore, we sought to increase the water capacity of the
anode while maintaining cell hydration through further manipulation of the AEI : C : Pt ratio in the anode catalyst layer.
Electrodes were fabricated with the same catalyst loading as
r-IC while doubling the loadings of both the carbon and the
AEI (denoted as r-DC for double carbon). The result was that

Communication

compared to r-IC, r-DC anodes saw an increase in the achievable current density of 35% (from 1.94 A cm 2 to 2.64 A cm 2)
and peak power of 15% (783 mW cm 2 to 904 mW cm 2).
Interestingly, from Fig. 3A up to a current density of ca. 1.2 A cm 2,
the mass transport overpotential for r-DC and r-IC overlay; a
separation was only observed at higher current densities. Since
the ECSA (catalyst utilization) for these two anodes are essentially
identical, this separation is best explained by the pore volume
inside the catalyst layer. Thus, (i) the C : Pt mass ratio is important
because it sets a certain ‘‘thickness’’ for the removal/retention of
water; and (ii) the AEI : C ratio is important as it eﬀects the ionic
conductivity (Table 2) and mobility of reactant water in the catalyst
layer. In the case of high current operation, the excess water must
be removed (to the cathode through the AEM as well as through
the GDL into the anode exhaust), but under low current operation
the water must be retained to avoid AEM dryout. Therefore,
thinning of the catalyst layer is not advised, although this can
create additional challenges when targeting low loaded electrodes.
These findings, widely applicable to the AEMFC community, will
immediately help researchers and companies in the field to design
improved cells and systems.
However, it is certainly possible to add too much additional
volume to the anode catalyst layer. One such case study is
shown in Fig. S5 in the ESI,† that shows that kinetic losses due
to the wide distribution of catalyst away from the AEM can
become larger than the mass transport gains realized with the
added porosity. Therefore, an optimal C-content exists yielding
high catalyst activity but with maximized ionic transport and

Fig. 3 Panels A–C show the overpotentials of ETFE–BTMA containing AEMFCs using near identical cathodes and different anodes (details given in
Table 1), deconvoluted from the data in Fig. 1 into their: (A) mass transfer (MT), (B) ohmic, and (C) kinetic contributions; panel D shows plots of kinetic
overpotential vs. mass corrected current density (Pt anode); panel E presents a representative CO stripping cyclic voltammogram used to determine the
anode catalyst layer ECSA. First scan shown in red (with CO adsorbed); second scan (with CO removed) shown in blue.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 4 (A) i–V and (B) i–power curves (10 mV s 1 forward scans) at increasing gas feed dew points for AEMFCs fabricated with the BC anode (details
given in Table 1). The anode/cathode dew points for each test were: BC-optimal (45 1C/46 1C), BC + 1 1C (46 1C/47 1C), BC + 2 1C (47 1C/48 1C),
BC + 5 1C (50 1C/50 1C); (C) 400 h AEMFC stability test at 600 mA cm 2 (with an 8 h cold shut down). The optimized anode/cathode dew points for the
stability test were 52 1C/52 1C. For all experiments, the ETFE–BTMA membrane and AEI were used; the cell temperature was fixed at 60 1C; H2 and O2
were fed at flow rates of 1.0 L min 1 to the anode and cathode, respectively.

gas phase accessibility. To find this optimum, the amounts of
carbon and AEI in the catalyst layer were reduced slightly
relative to r-DC while maintaining the AEI : C ratio and the
catalyst loading was returned to the same levels as SC and IC.
This case (denoted as BC for balanced ionomer and carbon),
had an optimized AEI : C : Pt ratio close to 1.0 : 2.5 : 1.0 (actual
measured value was 0.94 : 2.5 : 1.0) and was thicker (compared
to the SC, IC, r-IC, and r-DC) to facilitate increased water
capacity/tolerance. These optimizations resulted in new AEMFC
records for achievable mass transport limiting current (5 A cm 2),
current density at peak power (4 A cm 2), and peak power density
(1.9 W cm 2), which are shown in Fig. 1. Importantly, this highperformance BC anode design is significantly less sensitive to
changes in the gas feed dew points than the earlier configurations. Now, a 2 1C bilateral increase only results in a minimal
50 mW cm 2 reduction in peak power (Fig. 4) – not catastrophic
flooding – and a 5 1C increase in the anode dew point only
sacrifices 75 mW cm 2. This is a significant and important
improvement for the water tolerance and steady operation of
AEMFCs. As a result, AEMFCs fabricated with a balanced AEI :
C : Pt ratio at the anode were able to operate for 4400 h (Fig. 4C).
During this time, the cell retained 60% of its operating voltage
(with only minor voltage decay over the last 300 h), with a recovery
of performance after a simulated 8 hour cold shutdown where the
reacting gases were removed and the cell was allowed to cool to
room temperature.
These gains were exclusively made by understanding and
improving the water mass transport characteristics of the
operating AEMFC. The findings reported above have led to an
AEMFC anode design that is so eﬃcient, from a water management perspective, that mass transport is no longer the dominating loss in the cell; it is the ohmic resistance that is now
limiting the cell performance (Fig. 3A and B). Therefore, with
the very high ionic conductivity of the AEM and high activity
of the catalysts, the results with the BC anode are likely
approaching the maximum that is possible with AEMFCs
(without the development of much thinner, robust AEMs
that exhibit enhanced water back diﬀusion characteristics).
The results of this also work show that AEMFCs can be

556 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2018, 11, 551--558

performance-competitive with PEMFCs and have a promising
future; expedited research is required working towards increased
performance stability, application of non-PGM catalysts, lowercost supporting components, and stack design and scaleup.
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